
Anonymous - Referee Report 1 

September 17, 2019 - 09:54 

The paper is interesting and methodologically sound. 

 
Elias Soukiazis - entrepreneurship 

October 30, 2019 - 10:13 

This is a very interesting paper, well written and properly discussed. Analysing the 
factors explaining export intensity and export propensity is of great importance in 
terms of policy orientation and the profile of entrepreneurs. The empirical analysis is 
properly contacted obtaining reasonable results which are useful for policy 
orientation. The ...[more] 

... paper uses data from a survey covering the period 2003-2010 referred to southern 
European countries, who suffered from the debt crisis. I´m wondering whether more 
recent data could be used to analyse the post-recession recovering period of these 
countries. Due to a large number of covariates used the consequences of 
multicolinearity should be analysed in more debt, which affects the significance level 
of the coefficients. It should be interesting to include interaction terms between the 
covariates and test their relevance. 

 
Helena Marques - Reply to comments 

December 03, 2019 - 11:28  

Thank you one again for your comments. Please find attached a detailed reply as it 
would correspond to that of a revised version. 

 
Anonymous - Referee Report 2 

November 25, 2019 - 09:01 

see attached file 

 
Helena Marques - Reply to comments 

December 03, 2019 - 11:29  

Thank you once again for your comments. Please find attached a detailed reply as it 
would correspond to that of a revised version. 

 
Anonymous - Invited Reader Comment 

November 25, 2019 - 09:13 

see attached file 

 
Helena Marques - Reply to comments 

December 03, 2019 - 11:30  

Thank you once again for your comments. Please find attached a detailed reply as it 
would correspond to that of a revised version. 

 
Helena Marques - Thank you 

December 01, 2019 - 15:32  

I would like to thank all referees and readers for the comments provided and assure 
them that I am endeavouring to reply to those comments as thoroughly as I can. 
Evidence up to 2010 does not contradict greatly the main results, but I will soon post 
here detailed replies reporting ...[more] 

... the results of further regressions I am running. Thank you for your patience. 



 
Anonymous - Invited Reader Comment 

December 04, 2019 - 09:04 

see attached file 

 
Helena Marques - Reply to comments 

December 04, 2019 - 11:29  

Thank you for your comments. Please find attached a detailed reply as it would 
correspond to that of a revised version. 

 


